Abstract. In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the difference equations oo oo Ax" = ^ fn(x n+ i) + 2/n, and Ax" = ^ a l n f(x n+ i) + y n , i=0 i=0 and improve various results of J. Popenda and E. Schmeidel.
Introduction
In 1997 J. Popenda and E. Schmeidel [4] studied the asymptotic behavior of the non-homogeneous linear difference equation r (1) Ax n = a l n x n+i + y n , i=0 and proved that if ^ -1 for all n € No, the series Y^LoVn converges, and Yl^Lo l°nl < oo for all i = 0,1,..., r, then for each i£l there exists a sequence {i"} of real numbers which is solution of (1) and lim According to another result of E. Schmeidel [6] , the conclusion about the existence of solutions asymptotically constant continues being true for the equation oo (2) Ax n = J^a^avM, i=0 under the hypotheses of being for all n€No,sup n > m (maxj |ajj) >0 for all m € N 0 and £,=0 £°1 0 Kl < oo. E. Schmeidel [5] also considered the (non-linear) equation (3) Az n = CnS^j, and proved that it has solutions asymptotically constant under the condition of being |c"| < oo. The previous equations axe of the type oo (4) Ax n = a l n f(x n+i ) + y n , i=o where / = idr in (2) and f(x) = x 2 , a\ = 0 for all i ^ 1, in (3) . More generally, we may consider, instead of (4), the following equation oo (5) Ax n = J2fn( X n+i) + yn-¿=0 In this note, we show that (5) has solutions asymptotically constant under conditions which are more general than the ones given by J. Popenda and E. Schmeidel, thus improving their results, and putting equations (1), (2) and (3) under the common frame of equation (5) . At the same time, we make our study in the more general setting of Banach spaces, as it was done in [2] . Finally, our proofs will be simpler, essentially because instead of using the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, we will use the Banach Fixed Point Theorem.
The results
From now on, we will use the following notation. No denotes the nonnegative integers, C and M the fields of complex and real numbers, respectively. The space ^i(C) consists of all those complex-valued sequences (c n ) such that ||(c")||i := l c "l 00 • ^ IIII*) a Banach space (complex or real), we denote by ¿^(X) the space of all bounded sequences x = (x n ) in X, and observe that it has structure of Banach space with the norm Nloo = ||(®n)||oo =SU Pn \\x n \\x.
Recall that a map / : C C X -> X is Lipschitz if 
Xyty
A sequence x = (x n ) € ¿oo{X) is said to be asymptotically constant if there exists x E X such that \\x n --* 0,n -• oo, in which case it is said that x = (x n ) is asymptotically equal to x € X. Finally, by a solution of (4) we will mean any sequence x = (a; n ) in X that satisfies equation (4) . With «ill this we pass to state and prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem. Let X be a Banach space, (y n ) be a sequence in X, and be a family of maps from X to X such that
Assume further that x G X is such that converges in X for each n € No, and tends to 0 as n -> oo. Therefore T is a well defined operator. Moreover, the argument also shows that for each z 6 K,Tz G loo(X) is asymptotically equal to x, i.e., (Tz) n tends to a; as n -» oo. We will use this property later.
fi(z n+j ) = fi(z n+j ) -fi(x) + fi(x).

By (iii), Y^jLo fn(
We now show that T has a fixed point in K. This is implied by the Banach Fixed Point Theorem if we show that T(K) C K, and that T is a contraction mapping.
To see that T(K) C K, we take z = (z n ) € K, and observe that ||(Tz) n -x|| x = 0 < r if n < no, while for n > no, using (6) , oo oo ||(Tz) n -*|| x = || ^RiZn+j) + 5>||x Next we show that T is a contraction mapping. Take z = (z n ), i! = (z' n ) in K. If n < no then ||(Tz) n -(Tz') n || x = 0, and if n > no, then, baering in mind that (6) implies Yl'jLo Lip(/^) < 1/2, we obtain oo ||(Tz) n -(Tz')nllx = II " S«+i))llx 
3=0
This proves that T has then a unique fixed point z° = (z°) in K. Therefore, since z° = Tz°, it is asymptotically equal to a; by a previous observa-tion. Even more, z° satisfies the difference equation (5) for n > no, i.e., = *£+l -zl = (Tz°) n+ 
In the last equality we have used the facts that = n € No, and that
All this, together with the fact that idx is surjective for each n € No, allows us to obtain a solution x = (x n ) of (5) asymptotically equal to x. We simply set x" = for n > no, and then use a backwards recursive process to define x n for n < no, i.e., x no is defined as any element of X satisfying oo
then Xno-l i s chosen to satisfy a similar equation where in plaice of no it appears no -1, and so on up to arrive to XQ. Thus, x = (x n ) defined in this way is a solution of (5) in loo(X) asymptotically equal to x. m Now we recover a corresponding result for the equation (4).
COROLLARY. Let X be a Banach space, (y n ) a sequence in X, f a map from X to X, and {a^} a set of coefficients such that
For each n G No, a n € ¿i(C) and ||a n ||i -> 0, where a n is the n-»oo sequence (a has solutions asymptotically constant. REMARK 2. The result given in [6] for the equation (2) was covered by the result in [2] , and therefore by our Corollary. Analogously, it can be seen how the result given in [4] for the equation (1) is also included in the Corollary. is not Lipschitz in R, and therefore, the result given in [5] for this equation is not covered by the result given in [2] . However, f(x) -x 2 is locally Lipschitz in M, and thus, our Corollary can handle this situation.
